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whilst others are more thematic (e.g. 

Business Engagement Framework).

(v) This strategy:

(a) sets out our understanding of the 

current state of the economy of 

Cheshire East, and identi"es in particular 

its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 

and threats.  This draft analyses a wide 

range of information sources that 

are currently available, including the 

challenges emerging from the draft 

Local Economic Assessment (LEA) which 

will provide additional intelligence to 

help inform the implementation of this 

strategy. Key headlines identify that:

better on indicators than the regional 

and national averages, especially in 

skill levels, business start-ups and 

knowledge based employment.  

However this masks signi"cant 

variations at the local level with the 

Pharmaceuticals share of employment 

is signi"cantly above the GB average.  

Financial Services, Logistics and 

Advanced Engineering are other key 

sectors contributing signi"cantly 

to high productivity/GVA. 

importers of labour whereas in the 

relative shortage of local jobs and 

a large out#ow of labour. The rural 

character of the Borough is re#ected 

in an Agriculture sector employing 

5,300, twice the England average.

Executive Summary

(i) This document builds on the Draft 

Economic Development Strategy 

 

submitted during that consultation 

process which was carried out 

over August – September 2010.

the policy context and landscape 

for economic development 

nationally, regionally and locally.

to feed into our economic intelligence 
through our work on undertaking 
a Local Economic Assessment.

(ii) The strategy sets outs objectives and 

priorities for the next 15 years.  

for leading on its formulation, the 

overall approach to its development 

and implementation is one that must be 

shared with other stakeholders in the 

particular, the Strategy and underpinning 

actions will need to form the basis 

Warrington Local Enterprise Partnership.

(iv) This document is strategic in nature, 

and sets out objectives, priorities and 

direction, but it will not provide detailed 

actions.  Shorter-term delivery plans 

have been, or in the process of being 

developed that will translate the objectives 

into actions. Some of these are spatial 

Maccles"eld Economic Masterplan), 
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understanding of the still 

emerging changes to the 

strategic and local context.

by the Local Economic Assessment, 

including the Business Survey.

localised plans to be incorporated.

key strategies, including the 

Strategy, Local Development 

Framework, Local Transport Plan 

and Visitor Economy Strategy.

stakeholders in the local community, 

including businesses, developers, 

investors and internal stakeholders 

(b) identi"es strategic economic 

development objectives and 

underpinning priorities for 

the Borough. These are:

Quality,
image

perception &
leadership

Sustainable
Economic

Development
of Cheshire

East

Unlocking
development
opportunities

Connections
& linkages

A knowledge
economy & a

knowledgeable
workforce

Maccles�eld
Sustainable

Towns
Crewe

Liveability,
local

transport &
aspiration

(c) provides the strategic policy context: 

the development of this strategy comes 

closely to the wider policy and strategy 

framework, particularly in terms of the 

emerging Local Enterprise Partnership 

and the ‘localism’ agenda, as well as 

closely related strategies at the local 

level (e.g. Local Transport Plan, Housing 

Strategy and Visitor Economy Strategy).  

contributes to the delivery of the 

preparation of the Local Development 

(vi) The strategy has been informed by 

consultation with stakeholders. 

(vii)  The implementation of this strategy 

and related plans for delivery require:
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policy framework that informs, and is 
informed by, other current and emerging 

Plan (LTP3), Housing Strategy, Visitor 

commissioning role for 16-19 Learning.

that takes into account the recent and 
emerging economic challenges faced 
by the borough. The local economy has 
weathered the recession relatively well 
compared to other parts of the North West 
but the transition to recovery will bring 
new opportunities and threats.  Whilst 
some indicators provide comfort on how 
the local economy is progressing, there are 
others that indicate that other priorities 
are emerging, which require stronger 
collaborative approaches within the 

as the new Local Enterprise Partnership 
(LEP), neighbouring authorities, other 
public, private and voluntary bodies, 

1.8 The scope of these collaborations and 
delivery mechanisms will emerge as 
government policy is clari"ed over the 

of work will underpin policy development 
and business support initiatives: the Local 
Economic Assessment (LEA) and – as a 
subset of this – the Business Survey which, 
together, will provide a comprehensive 
evidence base for policies and actions.

1.9 The Draft Economic Development 
Strategy was issued for consultation 

week period ending 30 September 2010. 
Where appropriate, suggested changes 
resulting from the consultation have 
been incorporated into this document. 

1.10 This document is strategic in its nature 
and sets out objectives, priorities and 
direction, but it will not provide detailed 
actions.  Shorter-term delivery plans 
have been, or in the process of being 
developed that will translate the EDS 
objectives into actions. Some of these 

whilst others are more thematic (e.g. 
Business Engagement Framework).  

1 Introduction

1.1 This document builds on the Draft 
Economic Development Strategy for 

submitted during that consultation 
process which was carried out 
over August – September 2010.  

the policy context and landscape 
for economic development 
nationally, regionally and locally.

to feed into our economic intelligence 
through our work on undertaking 
a Local Economic Assessment.

1.2 Recent legislation places a stronger duty 
on local authorities to lead in 
analysing the local economy, and 
develop policies and actions that respond 
accordingly in promoting the local 
economic well-being of their areas.

1.3 However, this approach must be a 
shared one, which engages with 
partners from elsewhere in the public, 
private and voluntary sectors, and 
captures their ambitions and plans.

set out clear objectives and priorities 
that both take account of, and in#uence, 
national and sub-regional policy 
developments, especially since there is a 
renewed focus by Government on the role 
of local government and local partners in 
the delivery of economic development.  

1.5 The importance of strong leadership from 

private and voluntary sector partners 
in promoting and delivering on our 
economic development priorities cannot 
be over-emphasised if the ambitions for 

will adopt a strategic leadership role and 
promote partnership coherence, ensuring 
that our voice is heard, our interests are 
represented and we play a full and active 
role at the sub-regional and national level 
in making the case for economic 
development and investment 
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of measures in relation to economic 

development: discretionary 

business rate discounts, business 

rate relief for small businesses, 

reform of the planning system, use 

Planning Unit within the Planning 

Framework setting out economic, 

environmental and social priorities.

and guidance will emerge in the 

next few months which will feed 

into the development and delivery 

of detailed action plans.

2.4 This document, as part of a hierarchy 

of strategies, provides the policy 

background explaining the implications 

and opportunities of di$erent spatial 

strategic economic development 

priorities for the Borough and refers 

to speci"c Action Plans where delivery 

of priorities is being taken forward. 

These will also support and guide the 

authority in the development and 

implementation of its other key strategies: 

Local Development Framework (LDF)  

An issues and options paper  on the 

through public consultation. Technical 

work on employment, housing, retailing 

and infrastructure is underway.

 – The draft EDS has informed 

Local Transport Plan (LTP3) – The third 

round of LTP recently completed 

its public consultation stage and is 

expected to be "nalised by April 2011. 

2.5 Through helping to inform the LEP, the 

EDS will seek to secure, where possible, a 

consistent approach on issues within the 

sub-region.

covering housing, infrastructure, 

2 The Policy Context

need to consider the wider strategic 

context. This is undergoing signi"cant 

change as the new government sets out 

its commitment to the devolution of 

power and greater "nancial autonomy 

to local councils and communities.

2.2 To date the government has 

announced the following changes 

which are particularly relevant to 

the development of this strategy:

seeks to facilitate the conditions locally 

that will help business and stimulate 

private sector led employment 

growth to o$set the reductions 

in public sector employees.

Development Agencies and the 

establishment of the Local Enterprise 

Partnerships and new competitive 

Regional Growth Fund represents a 

shift from regional to sub national 

economic development and seeks to 

deliver private sector led growth.

and Skills system seeks a shared 

responsibility for skills between the 

individual and the employer. New 

Apprenticeships are at the heart 

of developing skills for growth.

with the introduction of the new 

Work Programme initiative in April 

2011 will give greater #exibility 

and incentives to the private and 

voluntary sectors to work with partners 

and help people back to work.

funding reductions for business 

support networks particularly Business 

Link, which will become a web based 

network supported by a national 

call centre. There will no longer be 

regional business support and it is 

unclear whether the gap will be "lled 

by the Local Enterprise Partnership.
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Sub-National issues

Warrington Local Enterprise Partnership 

will be operational from April 2011. 

Although the scope of its operation 

and resourcing is still uncertain, it 

could encompass business growth, 

strategic planning, housing, transport 

and infrastructure functions as 

well as supporting enterprise and 

business start ups. The EDS, together 

with the LEA/Business Survey, will 

inform the development of sub 

regional priorities, which in turn 

will in#uence the development of 

Action Plans to deliver the EDS.

regeneration and community activities, 

to connect local ambition and priorities 

with national aims and policies.

its partners will need to demonstrate the 

development of appropriate relationships 

on cross-border issues including:

Warrington sub-region.

Sta$ordshire, Shropshire and the 

High Peak area of North Derbyshire. 

partners have already commenced 

the development of key plans for 

Maccles"eld and its market towns.  

Whilst at an early stage, current 

progress is set out in this document.

2.9 From April 2010 the Local Democracy, 

Act gave a new statutory duty to local 

authorities that strengthens their role 

in promoting and delivering economic 

development and in assessing local 

economic conditions. There is an explicit 

a Local Economic Assessment (LEA) 

that informs the development of this 

strategy and other local strategies. The 

evidence base and challenges emerging 

from the LEA have also been bolstered 

by the "ndings of the Business Survey. 
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smaller working-age population and fewer 

younger people. One of the consequences 

is that people will be economically 

active past traditional retirement ages 

leading to a growth in the “grey” economy 

and a need to respond to it. A smaller 

proportion of younger workers may result 

in skill shortages which may hold back 

economic growth.  Demographic changes 

the number of those over 65 year of age 

by 50 percent (nearly 34,000) between 

2006 and 2026. There will be a signi"cant 

impact on services including hospitals and 

other health services, care services, public 

transport, leisure and cultural services, 

including libraries and sports centres.

vi) There will be further changes to 

patterns of working (#exible/home-

based working, etc), and increased 

leisure time as the economy evolves to 

cope with changing circumstances.  

vii) The demand for housing will increase, 

driven by the declining size of 

households and, with it, the expectations 

of higher quality homes and living 

environments. The amount, type and 

location of existing and future housing 

and its relationship with employment 

provision is a key issue for the LDF. The 

growth potential of the area and its 

Region’s aspirations has to be balanced 

with environmental safeguards to 

maintain and protect our Green Belt, 

countryside, heritage and other assets.

viii) With anticipated higher temperatures and 

more unpredictable weather patterns, 

climate change will mean more e$ort is 

needed on adaptation, as well as e$orts 

to reduce our use of fossil fuels. Energy 

costs will rise and the economy will need 

to move towards a low-carbon solution.

natural resources needs to be taken into 

account in deciding where growth should 

take place, to ensure that this does not 

compromise environmental capacity.

x) Agriculture in the EU is undergoing 

some key adjustments and restructuring, 

Farm diversi"cation including tourism, 

3 The State of Our Economy

3.1 This section provides a summary 

analysis of both national and global 

economic trends and the recent and 

East economy in particular.

National and Global Trends

3.2 While it is impossible to accurately predict 

future trends with any certainly we need to 

make some assumptions. These trends are 

likely to have an impact on productivity 

and competitiveness, on how we develop 

our future infrastructure needs, and on 

how and where we invest scarce resources. 

i) There will be increasing competition 

for investment in jobs from the rest 

of the region and our neighbours, 

making it all the more essential that 

highly skilled work force and growth 

in knowledge-based industries.

ii) As the economy changes new sectors 

will emerge. There is a need to identify 

and build on those with the strongest 

growth potential. These include Energy, 

and  Life sciences/ Biotechnology. 

iii) There will be a reduction in public 

spending in the short to medium term 

with less public sector employment 

and spending and reduced capital 

markets and competition will lead to 

continued pressures in many sectors 

and the most vulnerable will see 

restructuring, downsizing or closures.

iv) As the costs of travel and movement 

of goods increase, there will be a 

corresponding increase in the importance 

of digital connectivity allied to innovation 

and technological improvements. There 

are opportunities to build on the assets 

and activity already taking place in 

digital industries and ensure we exploit 

linkages to the Manchester city region.

v) The proportion of older people in the 

population will increase, resulting in a 
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3.4 The headline indicators in Table 1 

whole is performing better on indicators 

than the regional and national averages, 

especially in skill levels, business start ups 

and knowledge based employment.

3.5 However this masks signi"cant variations 

in particular performing below the 

of concern are low levels of NVQ4+ 

skills (26.7%), business registrations per 

10,000 population (49) and workforce 

employed in knowledge based 

3.6 Productivity is particularly high in the 

Maccles"eld area, which has been 

achieved with little job growth over the 

high GVA growth along with signi"cant 

job growth, but this is re#ected in a 

low growth rate for GVA per job (below 

employee) was below the regional and 

area has been characterised by weak 

GVA growth and productivity below the 

regional average over the last decade.

3.7 Table 2 provides a summary analysis of the 

Pharmaceutical’s share of employment 

is signi"cantly above the GB average, 

with particular concentrations in the 

Financial Services (Maccles"eld) and 

sectors contributing signi"cantly to high 

productivity/GVA. Advanced engineering 

is a small but signi"cant sector mainly 

is a relative shortage of local jobs and 

a large out#ow of labour. The rural 

character of the Borough is re#ected 

in an Agriculture sector employing 

5,300, twice the England average.

environmental technologies, renewable 

energy, retailing, is one of the key 

options available to help sustain farm 

enterprise and business activity, 

making rural areas more sustainable.

xi) New development opportunities will 

arise in the green economy and in 

particular there will be new economic 

activity related to climate change.

xii) The cost of travel and the movement 

of goods will increase, so there will be 

a need to develop more sustainable 

travel patterns and a more e&cient 

transport infrastructure. Accessibility 

between homes and jobs is crucial, 

and there is a need for investment 

and employment to be focused on 

locations with the best public transport 

connectivity. There is therefore a need 

to ensure public transport links to areas 

of future growth potential are improved 

(especially to Manchester and London).

The Cheshire East Economy

3.3 As the third largest ‘unitary’ area in 

potential to play a signi"cant role in 

generating economic activity for the 

two major contributions to the region: 

the North West’s economic output.

proportion of the ‘knowledge 

economy’ workforce that drives the 

city regions, especially Manchester.
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Table 1: Headline Analysis

Cheshire East North West England

Population (2009) 362, 700 6.9m 51.8m

Working Age Population (2009) 215, 200 4.2m 32.1m

VA (2007 prices) £7.8b £116.4b £1,045.3b

GVA per job (2007 prices) £47.2k £38.5k £45.7k

Employment (% of the WAP 2009) 75.8 70.3 73.0

Unemployment (JSA claimants per 100 WAP,  July 2010) 2.6 4.0 3.6

Skills – NVQ4+ (% of the WAP, 2009) 36.1 27.0 29.9

Skills – no quals (% of the WAP, 2009) 9.9 13.8 12.3

Business registrations (VAT regs/10,000 WAP , 2008) 67.8 49.6 57.2

Employment in Knowledge Intensive Businesses, 2008 14% 10% 11%

Earnings (workplace-based, 2009) £24, 200 £24,000 £26,100

3.8 Manufacturing employment has 

declined sharply over the last decade, 

following major redundancies at 

key employers in the area as global 

restructuring and recessionary forces 

take e$ect. The dependency on 

large employers is a weakness and 

illustrates the need to diversify and 

encourage entrepreneurialism.
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Key Sectors Characteristics / key employers

Pharmaceuticals

The share of employment is more than 6 times the GB average. 

pressures are generating job cuts and outsourcing to the Far East.

Automotive
climate has reduced demand for cars and led to job losses. Provides 

Financial Services

Mainly concentrated in the Maccles"eld area with key employers 

credit crunch demonstrated the vulnerability of the sector which has 
su$ered job losses/rationalisations and o$-shoring of operations.

Employed 8,900 in 2007, up 22% on 2003, compared to a 3% 
national growth rate. Particular concentration in Maccles"eld 
area where number of advertising/publishing companies 

major opportunity to establish linkages, supply chains, etc.

Likely to see continuing growth due to innovation and increased take 

Public Health/Social Work 

Employed 13,500 in 2007. Leighton and Maccles"eld area 
Hospitals employ c.3000 and 2000 respectively. Demographic 
change (ageing population and technological change 
should continue demand for healthcare). Public sector 
cutbacks may have an impact on employment levels.

Visitor Economy 
and around 10,000 jobs are associated with the industry.

Logistics

Agriculture Around 5,300 employed in agriculture, twice the average for England.

Table 2: Sectoral analysis
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University (MMU), and three OfStEd 
‘Outstanding’ Further Education 

and Maccles"eld), and the close 
proximity and relationships with 
Keele and Manchester Universities, 
is a major asset in terms of skills 
development and knowledge transfer.

vi) regionally signi"cant employment 
sites at Basford and Alderley Park.

vii) a generally attractive living environment 
with attractive landscapes, market 
towns and villages, and homes which 
cater for not only local needs but meet 
the aspirations of highly skilled workers 
across the Manchester city region.

viii) a location which provides strong links 
by road and rail to Greater Manchester, 

Potteries, as well as to national and 
international markets, with particularly 
good connections to Manchester 

Midlands,  London and the South East. 

ix) Manchester Airport is a signi"cant 
generator of wealth for the region 

economic bene"ts from its location on 

in supporting the knowledge economy, 
the visitor economy, and in opening up 
new markets in emerging economies.

x) a large proportion of people with 
high level skills and median earnings 
well above the NW average (as well as 
good accessibility to skilled workers in 
surrounding areas of Greater Manchester, 

sub-region, and the Potteries).

xi) since EU enlargement, in#ows of East 
European migrants, particularly to the 

between local labour demand and supply.

xii) a quality of place which enables the sub-
region to attract businesses and act also 
as a leisure and tourism destination for 
the region’s residents and visitors from 
outside the region. Major visitor attractions 
including the Peak District, Tatton Park, 
Stately Homes/Gardens, Jodrell Bank, 
the river/canal network, and proximity to 
Manchester’s cultural/leisure facilities. 

3.9 The high quality of life enjoyed by 

a signi"cant factor in contributing to 

by poorer quality environments and 

negative images together with relatively 

high levels of worklessness, ill health and 

poverty, constraining people’s ability to 

improve their life chances. Pockets of 

deprivation can also be found close to 

areas of a*uence (particularly in north 

polarities, and in the more isolated rural 

parts of the Borough where access to 

services, facilities, public transport and 

a$ordable housing is a major problem.

3.10 The ‘SWOT’ analysis (Strengths, 

Appendix 1) provides a breakdown 

of the current evidence base and 

provides the rationale behind the 

strategic approach detailed later on in 

the economic development strategy.  

Whilst it is evident that the recession has 

compounded some existing weaknesses 

and threats, there are major strengths 

and opportunities to build on: 

i) a range of high-productivity and 
technologically  advanced international 
businesses in key sectors such as 
pharmaceuticals, chemicals, automotive, 

and nuclear and creative industries.

ii) a dynamic community of small businesses 
and start-ups, including many in new 
technologies and services, building on the 
skills and wealth of the local population.

iii) strong GVA growth expected in 

and Banking and Finance. The impact 

opportunities in the creative, digital 

iv) a population which is more highly 
skilled and more entrepreneurial 
than the regional average, with the 
strongest concentrations in the 

v) the presence of Manchester Metropolitan 
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vii) the Borough produces higher than 

workplaces and on the roads.

viii) a signi"cant number of both jobs and 

productivity depend on a relatively small 

number of large employers which may be 

prone to economic shocks. 

ix) a high proportion of existing employment 

land allocations are not immediately 

available, with signi"cant amounts 

of investment needed to overcome 

constraints and bring them forward for 

Employment Land Assessment (under 

way as part of the LDF preparatory work) 

will provide detailed information on 

supply, demand and deliverability issues. 

employment land take-up rates, and 

investors perceive a lack of opportunity 

within the existing mix of land supply.

several key sectors including automotive, 

"nancial/professional, pharmaceutical/

biotechnology and creative industries. 

Unfortunately, we are over-reliant on these 

and on a small number of major global 

companies that could be vulnerable in 

the future. We therefore need to support 

existing investment in these sectors to "nd 

ways both of nurturing existing investors 

and diversifying and exploiting their 

presence.

xi) The agriculture sector is vulnerable 

to the e$ects of changes in subsidies. 

E$orts to diversify can be frustrated by 

environmental /planning considerations. 

Moving from Recession to Recovery

3.13 Whilst unemployment rose signi"cantly 

(in percentage terms) during 2008-10, the 

recession well in comparison with other 

parts of the North West. This has been 

Recession Mitigation Task Group which 

has taken a cross-cutting approach to 

and the community, with a programme 

of counter recessionary measures in 

partnership with other business support 

agencies.  The focus for 2010/11 shifted 

to economic recovery measures. 

role in providing for local and regional 
leisure demands, through developing 
and implementing sound strategies we 
will need to keep the visitor economy 
attractive and competitive, whilst 
better exploiting the area’s natural 
advantages and existing assets.

xiv) a strong agricultural and food sector 

which o$ers opportunities to foster local 

food production, reducing food miles 

to a minimum and contributing to food 

security, and increasingly adopts an 

environmental custodian role.

3.12 However these strengths are balanced 

by a number of threats and problems:

i) economic success and high quality of life 

have come hand-in-hand with high house 

prices and a$ordability issues for the less 

impacts on the availability of key workers 

and lower paid service sector employees.

ii) an ageing population will increase the 

burden on public services and will be 

supported by decreasing numbers of 

working age people. The decline in young 

working age people will make it harder 

for employers to "ll vacancies. A$ordable 

housing will be needed to enable 

recruitment and retention of employees 

in the care sector, which are forecast to 

increase due to the ageing population.

iii) the in#ux of EU migrants has put 

additional pressure on housing, public 

services and social cohesion. The recession 

has reduced in#ows considerably but 

future growth in the local economy could 

see further in#ows and a need to improve 

integration.

productivity are now growing more slowly 

than other parts of the region.

v) there remain signi"cant pockets in 

the Borough which have high levels 

of deprivation, poorer educational 

attainment and low levels of enterprise, 

area.

poor connectivity between the places 

where people live and where they work, 

especially by public transport.
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4 Cheshire East’s Strategic 
 Objectives and Priorities

Thematic objectives

4.1 To develop an Economic Development 

step back and take a broad overview as 

to the key determinants of economic 

growth.  The following thematic summary 

analysis has been undertaken in the 

consultants SQW, but it would usefully 

4.2 These strategic themes do not work in 

isolation.  They are mutually dependent 

– no one theme can be successful 

without the others, but there are also 

inherent con#icts and contradictions.

Quality, image
perception &

leadership

Unlocking
Development
Opportunities

Connections
& linkages

A knowledge
economy & a

knowledgeable
workforce

Liveability –
local transport

& aspiration

The sustainable
economic

development
of Cheshire East
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Connections and linkages

4.4 Our second objective is to provide a 

better connected economy, through 

enhancing our existing transport 

connections to other areas, making the 

most of strategic location and assets.  

4.5 At the same time, moving to a low carbon 

economy means we need to give people 

more choices about how, when and where 

they travel. Enhanced digital connectivity 

can reduce the need to travel, improve 

access to services (particularly in rural 

areas), and improve business productivity.

4.6 To achieve this objective, our 

main priorities include:

to implement next generation 

jobs closer to homes in order to 

reduce carbon emissions, although 

it is recognised that there are 

signi"cant challenges due to the 

rural nature of much of the Borough.  

Promoting sustainable access to, 

and between, our visitor attractions 

should also be considered.

stations, services and infrastructure and 

development of improved transport 

links and integration with the cities 

of Manchester and Liverpool.

Quality image, perception and leadership

4.7 Our third objective is to actively raise 

undoubted assets and opportunities 

of the area, particularly to external 

investors, in#uencers, decision-

makers and visitors. To achieve this 

objective, our main priorities include:

of local people who live or 

can stimulate future economic growth.

A Knowledge economy and 

knowledgeable workforce

4.3 Our "rst objective is to ensure 

enhances its role as a ‘knowledge 

economy’, through innovation in its 

businesses and skills development in 

its workforce. To achieve this objective, 

our main priorities will include:

across a range of business sectors, with 

a focus on future growth sectors.

already in the area, including those in 

the advanced manufacturing sector.

businesses and support for 

existing small and medium-

sized enterprise (SMEs).

sectors, including building 

upon innovation in the activities 

of existing businesses.

leadership and management skills 

and increase their commitment to 

raising the skills of their workforce.

economy by developing stronger 

links between economic priorities 

and further/higher education and by 

ensuring that businesses have easy 

access to e$ective business support 

and high quality skills provision.

area through enhanced links with 

universities and employers, and 

addressing the needs and aspirations 

of graduates in terms of housing 

and other quality of life issues.

for local people and adopt good 

employment and skills practices.

ready, addressing employability skills.

of, and access to employment and 

skills activities in the sub-region.
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di$erence as both workers and 

businesses, particularly in the knowledge 

economy, look for environments that 

can o$er a good quality of life.  We 

be known as a great place to live and 

work, with vibrant towns and villages, 

balanced, inclusive and sustainable 

communities, and enviable cultural, 

recreational and environmental assets.

4.10 To achieve this objective, our 

main priorities include:

expectations and ambitions

educational attainment.

transport links between the towns in 

area, including most of our schools 

heritage and wider assets of all our 

towns that make the area an attractive 

place to live, work and visit.

of climate change, through 

mitigation and adaptation, 

but also seizing the economic 

opportunities that arise from it.

mix of housing is available to meet 

the needs of di$erent parts of the 

existing and future labour market, 

whilst making sure our communities 

are sustainable and cohesive.

Delivery of Priorities

4.11 The above priorities need to be translated 

into speci"c delivery/action plans and 

frameworks/actions which can be 

implemented. How these actions are 

prioritised into short, medium and long 

term will depend on the level of resources 

available, the scope of the interventions 

our communities  - across all sectors - to 

promote the area to people outside the 

area, changing their perceptions of it as 

a place to live, work, visit and invest.

products, such as its commercial 

sites, transport infrastructure and 

visitor attractions, are developed 

with a view to improving external 

perceptions, attracting new investors 

and visitor spend, which will bene"t 

the local workforce and businesses. 

Unlocking development opportunities

4.8 Our fourth objective is to facilitate 

economic growth through progressing 

schemes that will create jobs and improve 

the attractiveness of the area as a place 

to invest, live and visit. To achieve this 

objective, our main priorities include:

centres, recognising their retail, 

leisure and employment role, both 

in terms of economic development 

and cohesive communities.

enhance the attractiveness of the area.

and promote the availability of 

strategic employment sites that are 

commercially attractive to investors, 

developers and occupiers.

smaller employment sites in 

appropriate locations.

employment sites for other uses 

through the planning process.

of workspace for start-up and 

micro businesses that meets 

their needs in terms of location, 

cost, quality and #exibility.

Liveability, local transport and aspiration

4.9 Our "fth objective is to enable a "rst-class 

quality of life for all our communities.  
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signi"cant growth opportunity, in its role 

as a strategic gateway to the rest of the 

Vision strategic framework and priorities 

had been "nalised and endorsed by a wide 

range of public and private sector partners 

growth, seeking to make it a nationally 

signi"cant economic centre by 2031.  This:

should play in delivering economic 

growth for the local, sub-regional 

and regional economies.

and key actions in the short, medium 

and long-term as to how economic 

growth – and speci"cally population, 

jobs and GVA growth – will be 

delivered over the next 20 years.

signi"cantly increase its economic 

productivity.  To realise this will require 

a more highly skilled workforce, an 

entrepreneurial business community 

and an improved infrastructure to 

underpin them.  Most critically, it will 

need to be the focus for nationally 

signi"cant levels of growth, building 

on its key assets including:

manufacturing skills base.

of development land.

4.18  Endorsement has been given to the 

development of a Partnership Board which 

will be tasked with providing additional 

private sector stimulus and leadership to 

of the key priorities and projects identi"ed 

the considerable uncertainties that exist 

around public sector "nances, changes to 

partnership working at the sub regional 

level, and the private sector recovery, the 

Action Plans will need to adapt and evolve. 

into the emerging sub-regional priorities 

of the Local Enterprise Partnership for 

and resourcing of the sub regional LEP, and 

the evolution of other partnership working 

in the context of  the wider strategic and 

local changes to the planning and delivery 

of economic development initiatives.  

4.12 Delivery of spatial priorities are identi"ed 

below, but a key thematic priority is 

the development of a draft Business 

to supporting businesses through:

for example through a key 

account management approach 

of those businesses that are of 

most strategic importance or the 

greatest capacity to grow.

events and initiatives. 

 Spatial priorities

4.13 Re#ecting an ambition to start delivering 

commenced the development of key 

Maccles"eld and our market towns.

4.14 This approach will work in an integrated 

way with our thematic objectives and 

priorities, re#ecting local assets and 

play in promoting economic growth, 

through use of their own landholdings.

to demonstrate the development of 

appropriate relationships on cross-

border issues, particularly within the 

context of other towns in the sub-

region, but also in relation to the 

economies of Greater Manchester, 

Merseyside, North Sta$ordshire, 

Shropshire and North Derbyshire. 

 a) Crewe
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local economy as employment locations, as 
visitor attractors and as local service centres.  
Whilst individually, they lack the scale and 
economic strength to have a major impact 
at the regional level, through integrated 
economic development with larger towns 
as well as their rural hinterland, there is the 
potential to build on common strengths and 
their individuality to stimulate economic 
growth, and overcome disadvantage for the 

The hierarchy of towns and service centres 

4.24 Many of our smaller towns and their rural 
hinterlands enjoy a relatively vibrant 
economy built upon distinctive local assets.  
But their viability continues to be threatened 
by poorly integrated development, lack 
of a$ordable housing, increasing levels 
of out-commuting and relatively poor 
access to amenities and services.   

market towns have developed a ‘Sustainable 
Towns Framework’ which aims to be a 
catalyst in promoting renewed sustainable 
economic growth in these towns.  The 
emphasis, however, is less on the Framework 

Action Plans that are being developed for 
each of the 14 towns.  Part of the initial focus 
has been on establishing a robust evidence 
base, utilising local knowledge and through 
benchmarking all of the towns so that we 
have comparable data and evidence to 
allow us to prioritise action and measure 
progress on initiatives. Local Partnerships 
are thriving in many of our towns and larger 
villages and, over recent years, have done 
much in developing plans and delivering 
projects with tangible bene"ts. We aim 
to build upon these partnerships and 

as a facilitator where appropriate.  This 
approach represents ’localism’ in action, 
and the drive and knowledge of those 
working for our towns will need to be 
harnessed  and supported  to make the 
most of limited resources and best practice 
in driving forward coordinated initiatives.

4.26 There is no presumption in this strategy 
that any of our smaller towns should just 
become ‘dormitory towns’, and further 
consideration of their role will be given in 

Strategy. 

 b) Maccles"eld

its economy is closely intertwined with 

that of South Manchester. However, its 

growth – and that of its neighbouring 

towns - has slowed and is tightly 

constrained by the Green Belt. 

4.20 Our objective is that Maccles"eld and 

its hinterland sustain their current 

position as one of the most successful 

parts of the regional economy. Through 

the development of high quality public 

transport links it will expand its role as 

improving accessibility to jobs and homes. 

4.21 An Economic Masterplan for Maccles"eld 

2010, which sets out to identify the 

role of the town within a regional, sub-

it sets out two Action Plans covering the 

Development Area. These will:

town centre, including revisions to the 

proposed Wilson Bowden scheme. 

Equally, the Masterplan identi"es a 

need to improve the quality of the town 

centre environment, and a need to 

more e$ectively promote the town.

delivery routes to implementing 

development options for the South 

Maccles"eld Development Area,  as 

well as scoping other opportunities for 

physical development and economic 

development initiatives in the town 

that can stimulate economic growth.  

4.22 An ’Economic Forum’ for the town is 

proposed as a means of bringing together 

local partners to help to deliver the 

aspirations and actions of the Masterplan. 

informs LEP priorities, which may open 

up other funding opportunities.

 c) Sustainable Towns and Rural Areas

communities play an important role in the 
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Strengths Weaknesses

Nantwich area 

High productivity in Maccles"eld area

Financial Services, Logistics

Maccles"eld area) and skills gaps less prevalent in 

institutions (Manchester universities and Keele)

in particular.

Maccles"eld area

attractions that include: Tatton Park, Peak District, 

Weaver Valley, gardens, Jodrell Bank, canals

Manchester Airport

Business Park

Maccles"eld and Handforth)

Nantwich area

housing (deters investors, businesses and visitors)

Manchester

some (generally more rural) neighbourhoods
2

Maccles"eld area

improvement, and public transport provision is 

limited in some parts of the authority

Opportunities Threats

Finance

and contribution to emissions reduction

enterprises, to economic development

to Maccles"eld area

town centres

opportunities.

 

FE/HE institutions, Jodrell Bank

as sites for industrial and distribution sector activity 

technology (and use of advanced engineering skills 

in renewable energy schemes)

area and  is vital to the growth of the knowledge 

economy,  attracting investors and visitors . Supply 

chains / support for globally connected companies 

could be a growth opportunity

high value-added sectors

value added sectors (e.g. retail)

of adequate commercial land/premises 

and supply of a range of housing)

because of lack of recent investment and 

trend towards greater car usage

high and more young people become 

economically and socially disengaged

Annex 1: Cheshire East Economic SWOT Summary
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Annex 2

Local 
Economic 
Assessment 
for Cheshire 
East

Headline 
"ndings

May 2011
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to the UK average. However banking, 

"nance and insurance and other 

knowledge sector employment is under 

represented, hence the signi"cant 

commuter #ows to the Maccles"eld area. 

How to foster a more sustainable local 

economy is a major issue for the town. 

Business birth rates and stock suggest an 

entrepreneurial culture and supporting 

this could be key to sustainable growth. 

sector and rural enterprises and 

communities.  Farm diversi"cation is one 

of the key options available to help sustain 

farm enterprise and business activity, 

making rural areas more sustainable.  There 

is a need to encourage farm businesses 

to develop and grow a secondary income 

stream by diversifying into a range of 

activities eg retailing and manufacturing, 

tourism, environmental technologies 

and renewable energy. The provision of 

superfast broadband would make them 

more attractive for business start-ups 

and home working opportunities.

Business & Enterprise

of the economy needs to be recognised 

in strategy and policy development, 

building on traditional strengths where 

relevant and focusing on how these 

can be adapted to the future economic 

needs of the area; di$erent approaches 

are required for di$erent parts of the 

Borough, such as delivering the spatial 

increase the potential for international 

companies to outsource jobs and/or shift 

production to lower cost locations. This 

enhance the sectors in which it holds a 

comparative advantage and diversify into 

new high value added growth sectors. 

be a position to embrace and exploit 

opportunities presented by new 

technology – high speed broadband 

is likely to have the most impact.

important economic driver for the south 

Manchester area, with a high level of 

employment in knowledge industries. To 

avoid over-dependence on a few larger 

businesses there is a need encourage 

a more diverse economy/higher value 

industries to take advantage of a location 

and increasing school attainment levels 

and aligning further and higher education 

provision to the needs of growth sectors 

is central to raising the aspirations of the 

area and attracting knowledge based 

industries. However to reposition the town 

as a focus for development and growth 

also needs a major uplift in the pro"le 

and image of the area and development 

initiative will address these issues.

reduction in manufacturing employment 

but it is still over-represented compared 
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Environmental Sustainability

is both an asset and a constraint to 

future economic growth, suggesting a 

need to maintain a balance between 

protecting the environment and 

promoting economic development, 

recognising that parts of the area need 

growth to support viable communities 

and regenerate areas in decline. 

housing is vital to minimise the need to 

travel. Digital connectivity also has the 

potential to contribute to low carbon 

economic growth by encouraging home 

working and reducing tra&c movements. 

Local Air Quality Strategy which intends 

to outline high level, broad commitments 

Air Quality. The Strategy is aligned to the 

Local Transport Plan and will help to ensure 

that complimentary initiatives identi"ed 

Plan are delivered in a coordinated way.

authorities is needed on carbon 

management, especially in relation to 

climate change adaptation to mitigate 

the risks to communities and businesses 

of changing weather patterns.

will create major new opportunities for 

away from fossil fuels will continue, creating 

new opportunities for renewables and 

micro generation. The "rst big wave of 

electric vehicles is upon us as government 

looks to cut emissions and make public 

and private transport greener and cleaner.

advanced engineering skills which will be 

valuable in developing renewable energy 

schemes and other green technology. 

Some new employment land developments 

also present an opportunity for creating 

areas of expertise in green technology.

suggested 33% of businesses reported an 

increase in turnover in the last 12 months, 

against 26% who reported a decrease. 

Over the next 12 months, a roughly equal 

balance of businesses expect the business 

climate to improve (27%)/get worse (26%).

most optimistic sector about business 

prospects over the next 12 months, 

is the most pessimistic sector.

of businesses – the most frequently 

mentioned were tax rates, transport 

costs and over-regulation/red/tape.

Economic Geography

suggest a need to bolster town centre 

Maccles"eld to claw back leakage 

of expenditure to other areas.

University and successful local FE 

and the public sector organisations 

to develop greater links with the HE 

sector, share knowledge and resources, 

and encourage graduate retention. 

repercussions for urban regeneration 

e$orts in North Sta$ordshire and rural 

regeneration in North Shropshire. 
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and physical environment necessary 

to attract higher skilled employers.

employer’s workforces are more likely to 

have contracted (19%) than grown (16%) 

over the past 12 months. The proportion 

expecting vacancies over the next 12 

months is also lower than the proportion 

that have recruited in the past 12 months. 

This suggests growth in employment levels 

over the next 12 months looks unlikely.

needs or gaps within their workforces 

- the proportion increases with larger 

employers, and is signi"cantly higher in the 

mentioned skill area needing improvement.

budget perhaps re#ecting the generally 

smaller size of businesses in the area. As a 

rule the propensity to undertake training 

increases with the size of employer, with 

multi site employers, and with exporters.

employ migrant workers. This increases 

signi"cantly with the size of employer 

and within the Accommodation and 

Food Service sector. Nearly half of 

those employing migrant workers 

employ people from Poland.

Regeneration

on its transport connectivity, considerable 

development land opportunities and 

proximity to some of the most a*uent 

areas of the region. Maccles"eld is 

also the subject of some potential 

major regeneration schemes.  Both 

town centres require investment to 

improve their image and vitality, at a 

time of reducing public expenditure.

face a challenge in attracting businesses 

and creating jobs, because of competition 

from existing sites (and indeed from each 

through location on strategic sites could 

contribute to a greater awareness and 

therefore acceptance of the potential 

for renewable energy technologies. 

signi"cant proportion of businesses 

emissions, and signi"cant proportions 

had acted on recycling, energy saving, 

waste reduction and the development 

of environmentally friendly products.

People and Communities

high earnings and quali"cation levels; 

education standards are higher and 

unemployment and other measures of 

deprivation are lower than national levels. 

However the demographics of the area 

are changing with an ageing population 

and a working age population that is 

decreasing in absolute terms. The Borough 

must attract the most highly quali"ed 

and skilled young people to retain a 

competitive local economy and continue to 

generate  business growth opportunities.

implications for the provision of public 

services. However in terms of growth 

opportunities this group will look for 

new healthcare products - eg diagnostics 

to predict and prevent illness, new 

"nancial products to access equity and 

cash more easily for later life, and more 

opportunities for travel and tourism. 

generated by those sectors that demand 

the highest skill requirements. This will 

disadvantage areas where there are 

signi"cant levels of deprivation such as 

are currently sought (issues of low 

ambition and attainment) - however, 

the decline of traditional industries has 

resulted in a reduction in the number of 

these employment opportunities. This 

emphasises the need to provide a step 

change in the educational aspirations of 

residents in these areas, together with 

the improvements to the infrastructure 
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generation broadband infrastructure is 

critical to the economic growth potential 

of the area and may need complementary 

action with neighbouring authorities and 

partner organisations. Levels of internet 

and broadband access are high across 

businesses of all sizes but those using 

superfast broadband are in a minority (18%).

the wider economy, the expansion of 

the Airport will require a balance to be 

struck between the wider economic 

bene"ts and the ongoing mitigation 

of its local environmental impacts.

other). Some regeneration projects may not 

now be realised, while others may proceed, 

but not on the scale originally envisaged. 

support the LDF will need to consider how 

be used to help facilitate development. 

and rural areas, key opportunities are 

to build on local partnership activity 

and deliver growth programmes 

that focus on providing sustainable 

communities and a sense of place.

reported that that their business is likely 

to relocate in the next "ve years. Smaller 

"rms are more likely to consider relocation, 

about the likelihood of relocation.

followed by access to transport links, are 

seen by businesses as the main advantages 

disadvantages are barriers to access 

– parking and congestion di&culties - 

although at least half of businesses cannot 

think of any disadvantages to their location.

Transport and connectivity

of commuter trips by encouraging modal 

switch where possible and by locating new 

employment sites in locations accessible 

by non car means, together with improving 

facilities for cycling and walking. 
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identity and local events, such as the Barnaby 

Festival and Treacle Market.  To capture this 

capacity, an Economic Forum has recently been 

established which will be developed further 

during 2011-12 to instill ownership of the 

involvement.  Key projects include developing 

proposals with development partner Wilson 

Bowden on a revised town centre scheme, 

and developing a delivery strategy for SMDA. 

Sustainable Towns:

and representatives from each of the 14 

Sustainable Towns will build on the pilot 

the key economic priorities for the town and 

how these can be supported on a collaborative 

basis.  Re#ecting the fact that each town is 

unique in terms of its own structures, capacity 

and ambition, the Sustainable Towns Network 

will collaborate to share best practice with 

the intention of increasing the economic 

performance of our market towns and their 

rural hinterland, for example through tailored 

training sessions on issues such as external 

funding and bid writing.  Within some of 

there are major potential projects in train that 

relate to regeneration of their town centres.

Thematic Priorities

Our thematic priorities apply across 

and promoting the work of our new 

Cheshire & Warrington Local Enterprise 

Partnership, including development 

of its work programme and maximising 

new opportunities emerging from 

the coalition Government in terms 

of their bene"ts for our economy.

business start-ups and stimulate new inward 

of our Business Engagement Framework 

which sets out our approach in terms 

of targeted business engagement, 

pro-active support for businesses 

and responsive business services.

Annex 3

Cheshire East Council Economic 
Development Strategy

Summary of Delivery Plan activity 
2011-12

This document is intended as a summary of 

how Cheshire East Council’s new Economic 

Development Strategy will be implemented 

in 2011-12.  This will be undertaken 

principally by the Council’s Economic 

Development team and wider Regeneration 

Service, but will critically require the 

support and collaboration of other Council 

services, and our partners in the private, 

public, community and voluntary sectors. 

An overarching requirement is for this 

delivery plan to be used by the new Cheshire 

& Warrington Local Enterprise Partnership 

to inform its plans, which will – in turn – 

be supported by Cheshire East Council.

Spatial Priorities

As identi"ed in the Economic Development 

Strategy, our principal focus is in three spatial 

Sustainable Towns programme supporting our 

other market towns and their rural hinterland.  

Headline activity in 2011-12 includes:

Crewe:  Build upon our recent work on the ‘All 

focus on key economic regeneration projects 

Rail Gateway and town centre redevelopment.  

Also giving more attention to shorter-term 

projects and broadening ownership of the 

programme to incorporate initiatives that 

play a key part of enhancing the town’s 

economy and community. To facilitate this, 

plans are underway to form a Partnership 

our recently appointed Delivery Executive.

Maccles"eld: Whilst developing an Economic 

Masterplan for the town centre and South 

Maccles"eld Development Area (SMDA) in 

2010, there was an increased level of interest 

and participation in key underpinning 

initiatives, such as developing a new brand 
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investment promotion – develop stronger 

investment products and propositions 

and "t-for-purpose strategies for raising 

awareness of these right through from 

the local to the international level. 

town centres, 

through tailored approaches that re#ect 

local needs and opportunities that 

recognise the key role that they have in 

terms of a focus for local economic and 

community activity.

Local 

Development Framework, by identifying 

and promoting opportunities which 

enhance economic prosperity.

assets 

can contribute to shared economic 

development and regeneration priorities, 

including exploration of a Local Asset 

Backed Vehicle (LABV).

strategies that have a direct contribution 

to the economy of our borough, including 

the Local Transport Plan and Visitor 

Economy Strategy.

Superfast Broadband (SFB) across all our 

communities, and stimulating increased 

take-up to ensure our businesses are in a 

advantageous position to compete.


